
Insurance for Outbound and Inbound 
   

Outbound Students- 
 
For our outbound students the Host district determines what insurance the student 
should purchase. It is our agreement with our Outbound student to provide them with 
Medical Insurance while they are on the exchange as part of their fee. 
If the Host District requires the exchange student to purchase their Medical Insurance, 
then we will reimburse the student for the cost of that insurance and purchase a policy 
that will cover them while they are traveling. 
Otherwise we will purchase a Medical Insurance policy issued by a US company while 
they are on the exchange. 
For our Inbound Students we have the student purchase our Insurance except for the 
counties of Denmark and Sweden which provide insurance since they have a claims office 
in the US. 
 
The chart on the next page shows insurance coverage and by whom. 
Please keep in mind that this could change from year to year. 
 
  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Insurance 2019 

Country US Based 
C1 

US Based 
C2 Foreign 

Argentina X     
Brazil x     

Chile x     

Colombia x     

Finland X     

France   x x 

Germany   x x 

Hungary x     

India   x x 

Italy   x x 

Japan   x x 

Mexico   x   

Paraguay       

Poland x     

Romania x     

Slovakia x     

Spain   x x 

Sweden       

Switzerland   x x 

Taiwan x     

Thailand x     

Turkey       
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